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DESCRIPTION
Chromotherapy Mood Lighting System
Chromotherapy Mood Lighting System x 10 Lights
You are purchasing 1 x Multi mood lighting system inc 10 Lights,
On/Off bath mounted controller
The On/Off controller allows you to change the colour to Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet, there is also a
multi mood changing option that cycles through all the colours
bathing you in a sea of harmonious colours, gently fading from
one to another.
About Chromotherapy
History documents the beneficial uses of colour dating back to
ancient Egyptian cultures who built solariums fitted with coloured
panes of glass to bathe the occupant in colour. Many cultures
believe that chromotherapy or colour therapy can be beneficial
in promoting healing to the mind and body, and who are we to
argue?
What we do know is that different colours can create an
ambiance, and a general feeling of well being. Our tiny,
twinkling, chromotherapy lights,reflect the colours of the rainbow
and are designed to give the user the option of bathing in a sea
of harmonious colours, gently fading from one to another, or to
select a favourite that reflects their mood of the moment
Just dim your bathroom lights and treat yourself to some, or all of
the following:
Red - The colour of life, the glowing sun and fire - and of course,
desire
Orange - An energising, cheerful symbol of the rising sun, to
make us feel alert - a great wake up call
Yellow - The brightest of the colours symbolising the sun at the
horizon - rise and shine each morning
Green - Nature at its most verdant, harmonious and positive - a
great motivator
Blue - The colour of peace and infinity and the most perfect
summer sky - drift away to a state or repose and tranquillity
Indigo - A cooling, relaxing and calming colour - complete chill
out
Violet - Just the right hue to indulge in a little meditation - gather
your thoughts and file away those uncertainties
Delivery
The lights will be fully fitted to your bath and tested before
delivery.
Contact Us
If you have any questions please send us a message or call
0800 028 6174 or 01489 797130.
Our phone lines are open between 0900 - 1730 hours Monday -

Friday.
Email support is available from 0600 - 2200 7 days a week.

